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A bstra c t -The practicality of designing a bias-
controlled inductor, suitable for high frequency
resonant mode Inverters and converters, \vas
In vestlgated theoretically and experlmen tally.
The proposed variable Inductor Is built around a
double 'E' core structure with zero mutual
coupling between the main Inductor windings and
the bias windings. The theoretical analysis of
this study lead to a simple equivalent circuit and
closed form equations that express the
relationship between the Inductance and the
controlling bias current. Excellent agreement was
found between model predictions and
experimental results.

magnetic amplifier systems. The fundamental difference is
that in the present case one needs a rather low inductance(in
the range of 5~H-50~H) while the !J.B (magnetic flux
density swing) must be kept small under very high volt-
seconds conditions. This combination dictates the use of an
air gapped inductor core to keep the effective permeability
low. Consequently, classical magnetic amplifier solutions
[5] which are base on ungapped cores, are unsuitable for
the problem under study.

This paper outlines the theoretical aspects of the
proposed variable inductor, presents the experimental
results that verify the theory and suggests a design

methodology.

I. IN1RODUCTION
II. THE PROPOSED APPROACH

The proposed variable inductor is based on a double 'E'
core structure (Fig. I) which includes an air gap at the
center leg. The main inductor <Lac) is wound around the, center leg whereas the symmetrical bias winding (Lblas) is

wound around the two side arms of the 'E' core (Fig. I).
The side arms windings are serially connected in opposite
polarity so as to cancel out the AC voltages induced by the
center leg. Consequently, barring non linear effects. the
mutual coupling between Lac and Lbias is nil.
Furthermore, since the path of the magnetic flux due to the
bias winding is around the side arms and the upper and
lower sections of the core, a bias will magnetize the
(ungapped) circumference path of the core (Fig. 2). Hence a
relative small bias will suffice to alter the effective
permeability seen by the center leg winding and hence
change the inductance Lac.

Resonant [1] and quasi resonant [2] invener and
converter topologies are believed to offer a better overall
performance at high switching frequencies. One of the
drawbacks of these resonant approaches is the non constant
switching frequency. That is, the 'DC' ttansfer function is
normally controlled by varying the switching frequency. A
close examination of this problem reveals, however, that
the control variable is in fact the ratio of the switching
frequency to the resonant frequency [1-3]. This implies that
a constant frequency operation of resonant mode converters
can be achieved if the resonant -rather the switching
frequency -is controlled. The latter could be accomplished
by designing the resonant network around a controllable
inductor.

The objective of this study was to develop a current
controlled variable inductor that can be used as the resonant
inductor in high frequency power conversion circuits. The
proposed approach differs from the one described in [4] in
that it is realizing a variable resonant inductor rather than
variable transformer. Also, although basic ideas of the
classical magnetic amplifier technology [5] are cenainly
relevant to the problem on hand, they can not be directly
implemented. This is mainly due to the fact that high-
frequency high-power applications call for different
solutions than those described hitheno for low frequency

m.1HEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The magnetic circuit analysis hinges on the basic
following relationships which balance the amper-turns and
magnetic fluxes of the proposed magnetic structure (Fig.
I):

HlIl-H313-HgIg=nlil-n3i3
H313+HgIg+H212 = n3i3+n2i2

(I)

(2)
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cl>1+cI>3 = cl>2 (3)

Hg -magnetic field strength in air gap

11 -magnetic path length of left arm [m]

12 -magnetic path length of right arm [m]

13- magnetic path length of center arm [m]

Ig -magnetic path length of air gap [m]

<!>1 -magnetic flux in left arm [wm2]

<!>2- magnetic flux in right arm [wm2]

<!>3 -magnetic flux in center arm [ wm2]

nl -number of windings in the left leg of the core

n2 -number of windings in the right leg of the core

n3 -number of windings in the center leg of the core

H=~
~ (4)

R=~ I (5)

R -reluctance

Al- area of the left ann of the core [m2)

A2- area of the right ann of the core [m2)

A3 -area of the center leg of the core [m2)

we can express equations (1-2) as:

<!>IRl-<!>3(R3+Rg) = nlil-n3i3 (6)
Fig. i The magnetic structure of the proposed variable

inductor (a) and defmitions of magnetic fields Hi
and H2 due to bias current and magnetic field H3 due
to AC excitation of center leg (b).

<l>3(R3+Rg)+<1>2R2 = n3i3+n2i2 (7)

and applying the relationships (3,6,7) , we fmd:

-(Rl-Rvilnl+(Rl+R2)i3n3
cj>3- RlR2+R2R3+RIR3 (8)

and after some algebraic manipulations:{ 1 1 1 J -l 1 + 13 + .g +

<!>3 J.1Q(J.Ll+~VAln3i3 J.1Q~3A3:n3i3 1.I{)A3n3i3

Assuming symmeu-y:

11=12 (9)

Al=A2 (10)
1

19
(J.L2-J.ll)(J.L 1 +J.l2~A3nl il

~ J.lIJ.l2

(12)nl=n2 (11)

~]
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where the defInition of the inductances are:

-2
2~~ln3

Ll+L2 = 0
(a)

11

2
JlOJliA3n3

L3 = 13
(17)

2
~OA3n3

Lg= (18)
Ig

(b)

Fig. 2. Magnetization patterns in the proposed variable
inductor. Initial state (a) and with bias (b). The gray
background indicates magnetization due to bias in
Lbias (Fig. 1)

the physical interpretation of the inductances are:where Jll, Jl2 and Jl3 are the penneabilities of the various
sections of the core per the definitions of Fig. 1,and JlO is

penneability of air 41tlO- 7 [~] .

The inductance of an inductor wound on ferromagnetic
core can be expressed as:

L 1 -inductance due to left ann winding [H]

L2- inductance due to right ann winding [H]

L3 -inductance due to center winding [H]

Lg -inductance due to air gap [H]

Lp -inductance due to leakage thru air [H]

Jli -the initial penneability of the core.1 -!!!P.
L- i (13)

Expression (19) for the leakage inductance <4) was
developed under the assumption that the leakage is due to a
magnetic flux that is left outside the ferrite, i.e. flux lines
around the center leg (Fig. 1) that close in air.
Consequently, the leakage is not influenced by the bias. A
trial and error procedure revealed that the effective cross
section for this leakage flux is about 16 times larger than
the center leg area. Equation (15) suggests that the
proposed variable inductor cal:l be described by the
equivalent circuit of Fig 3 in which only the inductances
L 1 and L2 are bias controlled. The equivalent circuit
representation of Fig. 3 clearly shows that the controllable
range of the inductance Lac is a function of the magnitude
of the shunting inductances (L3 and Lg) and the leakage
inductance (Lp). The maximum range of change can be
represented as the ratio between the no-bias inductance (LO)
and the maximum-bias inductance (L~).

Hence, the inductance of the center ann (fig. I) due to <j>3
(Lac) is:

11 13 la
+ + =

-2 2 2

2JlOI.LAln3 J.IOJl3A3n3 J.IOA3n3 !

(14)=1
1

~

assuming symmetry of the right and left side ~=Jl1 =Jl2

where 1.1 is the relative permeability under bias. The
presentation of (14) reveals that the functional relationship
between the inductance Lac and the magnetic and
dimensional parameters of the structure can be represented
by:
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1*-!1-~-.!L- -.!L
-lg- 19 (11+13) -Jle (11+13)

where ~ is the effective relative penneability (of Lac) for
the gapped core.

It is thus clear that the ability to realize a large
inductance variation is controlled by the selection of the
ratio 131lg. that is ~. and by the minimum magnitude of

Jloo.

The asymptotic value of this ratio (when ~i -> 00 and

~.-> 0) is:

(~ ) -~ -.!0?-- (23)
Loo Asmp- 16 (11+13)

Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit of proposed variable inductor.

Assuming symmetry .a constant effective cross section
area (A3=2A 1=2A2) and a common dimensional

relationship 213=11=12 we fmd from (15):

For commercial, high frequency core material, the

minimum magnitude of ~ is obtained at a bias of about

Hbias=1000 [~ ] for which ii"oo is about 60- 70 (see

discussion in next section). Smaller iioo require a much
higher Hbias, which is impractical from the engineering
point of view.
Equation (21) and the asymptotic expression (23) suggest

that a large inductance variation will be obtained if ~ is
made as large as possible. That is, making the air gap (lg)
as small as possible. Unfonunately, resonant inductors,
which are under consideration here, have to carry rather
heavy AC currents. This dictates the use of a rather large
air gap to keep the magnetic flux density swing (IlBm)
small so as to control core losses. The intricate
relationships can be explored by considering the basic
equation of an inductor :

~+@)+ 1
-1!- 16 Jli

+-

2G;) G;)

-1-=-.!&--

Loc ~3n.
(20)

Under zero bias (Hbias=O) J.I.=J.l.i

Defining ~ as the effective penneability of the magnetic

material when Hbias=IOOO [~] , the maximum

inductance ratio, between no bias (LO) and maximum bias
(Loo) can be approximated by:

Lac= r .\

2
~~A3n3

and from elementary considerations:

VnTJSn = ~BmfA3

(c ~ax (21) where k=2.22 for sin wave and 2 for square wave. And:
Vnns -inductor AC voltage [Volts]
f- frequency (Hz]

Equations (24) and (25) can now be used to obtain an
estimate of the core volume needed:

where:

Lco .inductance due to Hbias=1000 [A
m

and: where Ve is the volume of the ferrite (ferromagnetic

material only).
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It is thus evident that very large inductance swings call
for large volume cores. Experience shows, however, that
large core area would have relatively large Lp (Fig. 3)
which, by itself, limits the magnitude of the inductance

swing.

'rL 104

III. PRACTICAL CONSIDERA 110NS
1000

Practical realization of the proposed variable inductor
hinges, of course, on the magnetic specifications of
practical cores. To test this applied aspects we examined
the characteristics of a commercial soft Ferrite material
suitable for high frequency applications (3F3, Philips
ETD34)[6]. The dependence of the incremental
permeability on the field strength given by the
manufacturer (Fig. 4) was fitted numerically to the
following functional relationship:

100

~

10

1 10 100

Hbias [Nm]

1000
2

--ml+m2Hbias+m3Hbias (27)J.l- 2 3

m4 +m sHbias+m6Hbias+ m 7 Hbias

where
Fig. 4. Incremental permeability (~ ) as a function of field

strength (Hbias) .Solid line: Manufacturer's data.

Broken line: Numerical fitting by equation (26).(n I +nvlbias
Hbias = 211 {2~)

and

nl+n2- number of winding on the left and right arms of
the core (Fig. I)

The fitting constants were evaluated to be:

m1 = -1.3561E+11

m2 = 4.3438E+8

m3 = -1.677lE+6

m4 = -6.7753E+7

m5 = 3.0919E+5

m6 = -9465.6
m7 = -72.823

The reason for choosing this form of experimental
equation is the similarity between the graph of Fig. 4 and
transfer functions of an electrical network which include
poles and zeros. This experimental model was found to
closely represent the magnetic behavior of the core (Fig.
4). Assuming a maximum bias of say 1000 Nm. which

corresponds to a minimum relative permeability ~) of
60. the maximum inductance ratio (Lo/loo. equation (21))
can be evaluated as a function of {13/1g). This relationship
(Fig. 5) setS the practical limitS of inductance variation for
material 3F3.

maximum bias magnetic field strength of 1000 [~] .

The bias control can be realized by a low or high
impedance sources (Fig. 6). The current sourcing
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arrangement (Fig. 6a) has the disadvantage of having to
cope with a rather high AC voltage across the DC current
source. The origin of this voltage is the mismatch between
the magnetic flux density (B) in the right and left arms of
the magnetic structure (Fig. I). The disadvantage of the
low impedance connection (Fig. 6b) is the AC current that
will circulate in the DC bias windings. The origin of this
current is the mismatch in the magnetic field (H) between
the two side arms (Fig. I) when the bias windings are AC
shorted (a detailed discussion of these points is beyond the
scope of this paper and will be given elsewhere). It was
found that the bias arrangement of Fig 6b is easier to
implement and that the loss due to the circulating can be
made negligibly small.

IV .EXPERIlv1ENT AL RESULTS

The theoretical analysis of the proposed variable inductor
was experimentally verified by designing and constructing
a high frequency inductor which is compatible with the
requirements of resonant mode systems (3F3 ETD34,
11=30.2mm , 13=29.9mm, Ig=220mm, ndC=2x90, n3=10).

Excellent agreement was obtained between the model
predicted and measured inductance of the test unit (Fig. 7).

(a)

Fig. 7. Measured (solid line) and model calculated (dashed

line) inductance of experimental variable inductor.

v. DESIGN GUIDELINES

The following is a suggested step by step procedure for
the engineering design of variable inductors discussed in
this paper. Given: Lmaxt ft Imt Bmt .1Bt Vnns. The

following procedure can be used to calculate: Vet nac.

(nl)biast 19t ~ and maximum inductance ratio -(~ )

Im -maximum current in the inductor {Lac).

(b)

Fig.6.

I. We start by assuming ratio of a=2 between inductor
winding area (Wa ac) "and bias winding area

(Wa bias):
I

Wa ac =-Wa bias (29)a
This relationship can be used to modify area product
(Ap) of the core whith a function of the maximum
energy stored in the core [7]:

High impedance (a) and low impedance (b)
alternatives for bias current feed.
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one can estimate ~Lmax by substituting eq. (36)
into (21).(30)

6. The gap length (Ig) is calculated from eq. (34):

19 = le~
J1e~i

(37)

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Wa- total winding area of the core. [m4

J -current density [~ J (assumed to be the same for

bias and AC. otherwise equation (30) needs

correction).
Ku -fill factor
Ap ac -AC winding area product.

2. Select a core that complies with the Ap requirement

and register its Ve, Ae= A3, le= I 1 +13.

3. Calculate the number of turns (nac) of the AC
inductor <Lac):

Vnns
nac = ~mfAe (31)

4. Calculate Hbias:

aLI2

H b .-~-aWaacKuJ-~
1as -le -le -Bmle (32)

The present study clearly demonstrates the fact that a
variable inductor for high frequency resonant mode systems
can be readily designed around commercially available
cores. The characteristics of the proposed variable core is
similar to that of a fixed inductor built with the same
magnetic material and conductors. That is, it can substitute
the (fixed) resonant inductors in high-frequency power
conversion circuits. It can be shown, and it was verified
experimentally that core losses are mainly a function of the
magnetic flux swing (.1B) both for the unbiased and biased
core. The extra losses due to the DC bias can be kept rather
low by ensuring low current density in the bias windings.
It should be pointed out that AC currents circulate in the
bias windings when a low impedance biasing configuration
is applied (Fig. 6b). The magnitude of this current was
found to be few percents of the AC current in Lac.

The variable inductor approach was incorporated in the
design of a fixed frequency resonant inverter operating at a
nominal switching frequency of 300KHz. The results of
that study are described in [8]

(nI)bias -ampere turns in bias winding.

if Hbias is insufficient return step (1) and change the
ratio (a) and/or select a larger core. VII. REFERENCES
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